The note is divided into three sections. The first section is devoted to singular kernels in R n . Most of the results of the section remain valid after some modifications, if we replace R n by a locally compact group and the Lebesgue measure by the Haar measure of the group; the second section deals with those extensions.
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In the third section we apply the results of the first section to obtain Z> estimates for kernels whose homogeneity is given over a one parameter group. These kernels have been first considered by M. de Guzman [2] ; particular cases of these kernels are those studied by A. P. Calderón We shall say that the operator T defined over a class of measurable functions is sublinear if DEFINITION. Let k{x) be a measurable function. We shall say that k{x) is a singular kernel for the family { U a \ iff:
(1) JGI^Q), for every bounded open subset of R n -{o} and | fu'a^Uyk{x)dx\ gC<oo independently of a and 7. Moreover the limit of the integral exists as a->0.
(2) For <f>{a) as in (b) In this way we define a change of coordinates of polar type x -*( r > 0i> * * * » 0n-i). To compute the Jacobian of the transformation, we observe that T\ can be written uniquely as T\ = e plnX , where P is an»X« real matrix. Then
(tr(P) denotes the trace of P). Set ( 
)).
When P = I, the homogeneous kernels described above are exactly those studied by A. P. Calderón and A. Zygmund in [l] . When P is diagonal and the diagonal elements are greater than or equal to one we obtain the kernels with mixed homogeneities studied by E. B. Fabes and N. M. Rivière [3] .
The proofs of these results will appear elsewhere.
